ABCO Technical Bulletin
Roof Valley Penetrations
Providing the proper construction of a roof valley is critical to preventing leaks and ensuring a long
life to the roof assembly. Whether it is composition shingles or roof tile, follow the manufacturer’s
installation instructions. Most roof tile manufacturers reference the Tile Roofing Institute, Concrete
and Clay Tile Installation Manual.
Another reference is the NRCA Roofing and Waterproofing Manual. Section 3.6.3 in the SteepSloped Roofing section addresses valley construction. “A valley is created at the downslope intersection of two sloping roof planes. Water runoff from the portions of roof areas sloping into a valley
flows toward and along the valley. Because of the volume of water and the lower slope along a valley line, such an area is especially vulnerable to leakage. A clear, unobstructed drainage way is
desired in valleys, so the valley may carry water away quickly and perform successfully for the life
of the roof system.”
With composition shingle roof systems, there are three basic types of valleys, open valleys, closedcut valleys, and woven valleys. For roof tile construction there are open or closed valleys. When
constructing any type of valley, it is important to keep fasteners 6” to 8” away from the center of the
valley. Many shingle manufacturers specify no fasteners within a minimum of 6” from the center of
the valley. NRCA states, “To prevent leakage it is important with all types of valley construction to
avoid placing fasteners near the center of a valley. Generally, underlayment fasteners should be
kept back from the center of the valley a minimum of 8 inches (200 mm). However, on low-sloped
roof valleys or in climates where freeze-thaw cycling or intense rainfall may be regularly anticipated, holding nails back further from the center of the valley is not uncommon.”
If fasteners are to be kept out of the valley, it is common
sense that penetrations, i.e., flashings, vent pipes, and roof
anchors, not be installed within this same zone. Installing
these penetrations in the valley creates an obstruction of the
drainage and in areas subject to freezing and snow, may
cause an ice dam.
ABCO Construction Services Corporation has developed this information for its clients and friends. The information may contain citations of
applicable codes, manufacturer’s recommendations and best practices
from noted sources. It is ABCO’s desire to present the topic in an unbiased manner, using generally accepted references, to allow those
confronted with the topic to make an informed decision. If you have any
questions or comments please feel free to contact ABCO.
This analysis is presented for the use of ABCO clients only after consultation. ABCO’s analysis is based in part on
standardized codes, manufacturer’s product information and general industry practices. The analysis and opinions
presented are general in nature and should not be relied upon without an in-depth analysis and specific recommendation as to any particular application or use. As with any building practice or method, local jurisdictions may have
adopted specific regulations and you are encouraged to consult with your local jurisdiction.
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